Assessment Impact by Assessment Methods

Seward County Community College/Area Tech School
Program - Nursing
Direct
Program - Nursing
Kaplan Secure Predictor
Outcome: Critical thinking - The student demonstrates critical thinking by utilizing the nursing process while providing care and
exhibiting workplace skills as a member in their profession.
Benchmark: 90% of enrolled students will obtain a NCLEX probability success score of 65% or greater on the Kaplan Secure Predictor

Results
Result

Action

Follow-Up

Action
Status

No Results reported.

Lab skills check offs; classroom tests and quizzes; clinical pre and post conferences; HESI self assessment exam; NCLEX; chart review;
article review; process recordings.
Outcome: Demonstrate nursing skills - The nursing graduate will demonstrate optimal critical thinking decision making through clinical
application of knowledge gained to real nursing applications.
Benchmark: 1. 80% of enrolled students will obtain a test mastery of 78% average on unit exams including the final exam.
2. 90% of enrolled students will obtain a NCLEX probability success score of 65% or greater on the final Kaplan exit exam.
3. NCLEX pass rate at or above the national mean (first attempt).
Schedule: Start Date: 8/17/2010
End Date: 5/18/2011

Results
Result

Action

06/12/2015 - 1. 83% of PN (25 of 30) obtained test mastery
& 90% of ADNs (26 of 29)
2. No longer a program outcome; We do not use HESI
3. NCLEX-PN pass rate = 90.48%; NCLEX-RN pass rate =
79.17%;
Result Type:
Benchmark Met

Follow-Up

Action
Status
No Action
Required

06/18/2014 - 1. PN = 81%; 26 of 32 students obtained test
mastery. Benchmark met; ADN = 90% or 26 of 29 students;
benchmark met
2. We no longer give the HESI exam and this Benchmark
has been removed.
3. PN NCLEX rate = 91% pass rate (National mean =
91%.Benchmark met; ADN pass rate = 86.21% (National
mean = 83.04%) Benchmark met;
Result Type:
Benchmark Met

Action
Complete

07/15/2013 - 1. 87% (26 of 30) of PN students 100% (29 of
29) of ADN students obtained a test mastery of 78% average
on unit exams including the final. Benchmark met.
2. Benchmark has changed. 80% of enrolled students will
obtain a NCLEX Predictor score on the Kaplan exam of 60%
or higher. 96% (25 of 26) PN students scored 60% or higher
on the Kaplan PN Readiness exam and 55% (16 of 29) ADN
students scored 60% or higher on the Kaplan Secure

Action Plan
in Progress
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Results
Result

Action

Follow-Up

Action
Status

Predictor 1 exam. Benchamark not met.
Result Type:
Benchmark Not Met
05/30/2012 - 1. This measurement has been deleted as an
outcome in nursing. 2. The Hesi exam is no longer being
given---delete outcome 2. 3. The NCLEX pass rate for first
attempt for PN was 100% and for ADN 96%. Both are
above the national mean.
Result Type:
Benchmark Met

No Action
Required

05/23/2011 - 1. 86% of PN graduates and 100% of ADN
graduates were employed related to training or pursuing
additional education. Benchmarks were met. 2. 96% of PN
graduates and 84% of ADN graduates were involved in one
or more professional development activities. Outcomes met.
Result Type:
Benchmark Met

Action Plan
in Progress

Indirect
Program - Nursing
Case studies; clinical pre and post conferences; nursing care plans; article reviews; nursing care papers and/or presentations; patient
teaching; exams; problem solving during clinical experience; clinical evaluations.
Outcome: Critical thinking - The student demonstrates critical thinking by utilizing the nursing process while providing care and
exhibiting workplace skills as a member in their profession.
Benchmark: 1. 80% of enrolled students will obtain a course grade of 78% which includes exams, written assignments, teaching plans, and
presentations.
2 95% of enrolled students will obtain 80% or greater on clinical objectives.
3. 95% of enrolled students will obtain 100% on critical clinical objectives.
Schedule: 8/17/2010 - 5/18/2011

Results
Result

Action

06/12/2015 - These 3 objectives are no longer measured by
the nursing program.
Result Type:
Inconclusive

Follow-Up

Action
Status
No Action
Required

06/18/2014 - 1. 26 of 32 students = 81% obtained a 78% in
course of PN and ADN was 90% or 26 of 29 students;
2. 100% of PN & ADN students obtained an 80% or greater
on clinical objectives;
3. 100 of of PN & ADN students obtained 100% on critical
clinical objectives.
Result Type:
Benchmark Met

Action
Complete

07/15/2013 - 1. 87% (26 of 30) PN students and 100% (29
of 29) of ADN students obtained a course grade of 78% or
higher. Benchmark met.
2. 100% of enrolled students obtained 100% on critical

Action
Complete
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Results
Result

Action

Follow-Up

Action
Status

clinical objectives of PN and ADN students. Benchmark
met.
Result Type:
Benchmark Met
05/30/2012 - 1. 88% of PN of enrolled students obtained a
course grade of 78% and 97% of ADN graduates. 2. 100%
of enrolled student obtained greater than 80% of clinical
objective satisfactorily completed in both PN and ADN.
100% of enrolled students obtained 100% of critical clinical
objectives
Result Type:
Benchmark Met

No Action
Required

05/23/2011 - 1. 79% of PN and 93% of ADN students
obtained a course grade of 78% which includes exams,
written assignments, teaching plans, and presentations. One
outcome not met, one outcome met.
2. 100% of enrolled PN and ADN students obtained 80% or
greater on clinical objectives. Outcome met.
3. 100% of enrolled PN and ADN students obtained 100%
on critical clinical objectives. Outcome met.

Action Plan
in Progress

Result Type:
Benchmark Met
12/31/2009 - 2008-09 (most recent data)

Action
Complete

1. PN = 77% Outcome not met; ADN = 83% Outcome met.
We do use a scoring rubric with the nursing care plans.
2 & 3. PN = 100% Outcome met; ADN = 97% Outcome
met.
Result Type:
Benchmark Met

Lab skills checkoff; pre and post conference; math and medication competency; graduate and employer follow-up; supervised clinical
experiences.
Outcome: Practice and knowledge at entry level - The student demonstrates a safe level of practice and knowledge at entry level in
meeting the health care needs of clients.
Benchmark: 1. On graduate survey question related to program satisfaction, group mean scores of 4.0 or above on a 5.0 scale are achieved
(six months post graduation).
2. Employer perceptions of graduate clinical performance are compatible with minimal competency standards as measured by
accomplishment of program objectives after six months of PN or RN practice (group mean of 3.0 or above on a 5.0 scale.)
3. 100% of the enrolled students will pass 100% of nursing skills labs.
4. 100% of the enrolled students will score 90% or better on each math competency exam.
5. 70% of students satisfactorily complete the program (degree or certificate) within 150% of the normal completion time for the
program.
Schedule: 8/17/2010 - 5/18/2011

Results
Result

Action

06/12/2015 - 1. Graduate survey (6 month) PN=4.38
satisfaction and ADN = 4.87
2. Employer survey satisfaction PN = 4.55 and ADN = 4.53;
3. 100% of enrolled student passed skills lab;
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Action
Status
Action
Complete
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Results
Result

Action

Follow-Up

Action
Status

4.100% score 90% or greater on the math competency exam;
For 2014-15:
5. 25 of 30 PN's graduated = 88% and ADN had 26 of 29
graduate for 90% graduation rate;
Result Type:
Benchmark Met
07/15/2013 - 1. PN graduate ranked the program 4.72 and
ADN as 4.86 (on a 5.0 scale) regarding satisfaction with
their nursing education. Benchmark met.
2. Employers ranked the nursing program as 4.125 for the
PN program and 4.28 for the ADN program on a 5.0 scale
for clinical performance. Benchmark met.
3. 100% of enrolled students passed 100% of nursing skills
labs. Benchmark met.
4. 100% of enrolled students score 90% or better on each
math competency exam. Benchmark met.
5. 96% (26 of 27) PN graduates and 97% (28 of 29) ADN
graduates completed the program within 150% of the normal
completion time. Benchmark met.
Result Type:
Benchmark Met

Action
Complete

05/30/2012 - 1. PN graduate survey results for program
satisfaction were 4.73 and ADN 4.33 six months post
graduation. 2. Employer perceptions 6 months after
employment were PN 3.5 and ADN 4.22. 3. 100% of
enrolled students passed 100% of nursing skills lab. 4.
100% of enrolled students passed the math competency with
90% or better. 5. 96% of PN graduates and 100% of ADN
graduates were employed related to training or pursuing
additional education.
Result Type:
Benchmark Met

No Action
Required

05/23/2011 - 1. Program satisfaction for PN graduates was
4.47 and for ADN graduates was 4.14. Outcomes met.
2.Employer perception for PN graduates was 4.44 and for
ADN graduates was 3.68. Outcomes met.
3.100% of PN and ADN students passed nursing skills labs.
Outcomes met.
4.100% of PN and ADN students scored 90% or better on
each math competency exam. Outcomes met.
5. 84% of PN and 96% of ADN students satisfactorily
completed the program (certificate of degree) within 150%
of the normal completion time for the program for 2009-10
school year. Both outcomes met.

Action Plan
in Progress

Result Type:
Benchmark Met
12/31/2009 - 2008-09 (most recent data)
1. PN = 4.67 Outcome met; ADN = 4.22 Outcome met.
2. PN = 4.09 Outcome met; ADN = 4.18 Outcome met.
3. PN = 100% Outcome met; ADN = 100% Outcome met.
4. PN = 100% Outcome met; ADN = 97% Outcome not
met.
5. PN = 77% Outcome met; ADN = 89% Outcome met.

Action
Complete

Result Type:
Benchmark Met
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Graduate and employer survey
Outcome: Technology - The student utilizes current technology relevant to the nursing profession.
Benchmark: 1. 70% of graduates will be employed related to training or pursuing additional education.
2. At least 80% of graduates are involved in one or more professional development activities, ie, academic study in a nursingrelated area, journal subscription, professional organization membership, continuing education.
Schedule: Schedule Start Date: 8/17/2010
Schedule End Date:5/18/2011

Results
Result

Action

Follow-Up

06/30/2014 - 1. 100% of PN grads are employed in field (25
of 25) or pursuing additional education and 96% of ADN
grads (26 of 27); Goal met 2. 25 of 25 = 100% (goal met)re
continuing education or involved in professional
development activities and 13 of 27% = 48% of ADN grads.
Goal not met
Result Type:
Benchmark Not Met

06/30/2014 - Increase discussion of
professional development in Client Care
Nursing class and Integration Seminar
class; provide inexpensive journal
subscription opportunities for ADN grads.
Emphasize to PN class in Role
Development class; Ask professional
organization to attend a SNA meeting;
Emphasize professional development
activities in SNA;

06/10/2016 - Encourage students to
participate in professional development
activities. Encourage during Client Care
Nursing course and Role Development for
the PN. Be sure students are reporting the
required continuing ed.

07/15/2013 - 1. Employement related to training for 201112: PN = 96% (25 of 26), ADN=93% (27 of 29) Benchmark
met.
2. Professional Development activities: PN = 100% (26 of
26) and ADN = 64% (18 of 28) !st benchmark met, 2nd not
met; We will emphasize the importance of professional
development during the curriculum for ADN students
Result Type:
Directional Improvement
05/23/2011 - 1. 79% of PN student and 93% of ADN
students obtained a test mastery of 78% on unit exams
including the final. One outcome not met, one outcome met.
2. 52% of ADN students passed the Kaplan NCLEX
predictor with a score of 65 or greater.
3. 100% of PN graduates passed the NCLEX-PN above the
national mean of 87.05%and 88.89% of the ADN graduates
passed the NCLEX-RN above the national mean of 87.41%.
Result Type:
Benchmark Not Met

Action
Status
Action Plan
in Progress

Action Plan
in Progress

05/23/2011 - 1. Continue to monitor
2. Advisors will monitor more closely and
have unit exams before early alert status.
Students will complete the test-taking
strategies on the Kaplan Integrated testing.
Increased utilization of Kaplan integrated
testing and monitoring of remediation time
and results. Areas of weaknesses
identified will be discussed with the
student. Simulation laboratory time will be
increased.

07/06/2010 - Use of current technology (heart monitors, IV
pumps, etc.) is vital in providing nursing care in today's
world. Data from graduate and employer surveys is used to
identify strengths and weaknesses in this area.

Action Plan
in Progress

Action
Complete

2008-09 (most recent data)
1. PN = 94% Outcome met; ADN = 100% Outcome met.
2. PN = 89% Outcome met; ADN = 81% Outcome met.
Result Type:
Benchmark Met
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No Assessment Method Category specified.
No Assessment Tools reported for this Assessment Method Category

